NSAG meeting notes from 8 Oct 2019:

Attending:
Greg, Rich
Gail, Kerry, John, Tom

Updates from Greg:

- Construction at old armory building has started
- Construction at old Bustop site is causing increased traffic around the Shelter
- Shelter saw good participation on the Day of Caring
- Kerry and Greg plan to meet to discuss hospital utilization
- Shelter is having issues hiring entry level staff people
- There was another bus accident by the shelter; driver apparently forgot to set the emergency brake
- OUR center in Longmont will no longer provide space for CE:
  o CE will probably move to HUB
- CE in Boulder will also move in the next months - location unknown
- Greg gave tours of the shelter to various candidates for city council and sent out information to others
- Greg invited everyone to Rayback 21-Oct: “100+ Homes Closer to Ending Homelessness: Celebrating New Milestones at the Homeless Shelter”

Concerns/discussion from neighborhood:

- Concerns raised about trash and weeds in the ditch north of the shelter
  o Greg will talk to Matt about holding another cleanup day
- People seem to be using the sidewalk north of the shelter as a urinal:
  o Greg will discuss with the police
- Some discussion around needles found along Boulder Creek and in the core downtown area